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Abstract

In this paper, we derive a result concerning eigenvector and eigenvalue for a quadratic

combination of four operators defined on a Lie algebra of endomorphisms of a vector

space. Further, using this result, we deduce certain properties of some special functions
of two variables and two indices.
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1 Introduction

The interplay between differential equations, generalized special functions and Lie theory

is particularly useful in applications. The theory of generalized special functions of two

variables and two indices has witnessed a significant evolution during the last years, see

for example Dattoli and Torre [1] and Wiinsche [9], and the references therein. In ap-

plicative fields, we note that for some physical problems the use of these special functions

provided solutions hardly achievable with conventional analytical and numerical means.

Radulescu [8] has discussed some properties of Hermite and Laguerre polynomials [5]
using some operators defined on a Lie algebra. Further Mandal [6] obtained some proper-

ties of simple Bessel polynomials considered by Krall and Frink [4]. Recently Pathan and

Khan [7] discussed some properties of two variable Laguerre polynomials studied by Dat-

toli and Torre [2,3]. This paper is an attempt to develop an analytic methodology which

can be adopted to the study of generalized special functions of mathematical physics.

In Section 2, we derive a result concerning eigenvector and eigenvalue for a quadratic

combination of four operators defined on a Lie algebra of endomorphisms of a vector
space. In Section 3, using this result, we deduce certain properties of generalized Hermite

and Laguerre polynomials of two variables and two indices.

2 Operators Defined on a Lie Algebra

Let End V be the Lie algebra of endomorphisms of the vector spaces V, endowed with

the Lie Bracket [ , ] defined by [A, B] = AB - BA, for every A,B 6 End V. We denote

by / the identity operator of V. We shall now prove the following theorem:

Theorem-1. Let A,B,C,D e End V be such that [A,B] = [C,D] = /. We define the

sequence (ym,n)m,n CV as follows: Ay0jn = Cym,o = 0 and Bym_i>n = Dym,n-i = ym>n, for
every integers m, n > 1. Then ym>n is an eigenvector of eigenvalue (m + ri) for (BA + DC)

for every integers TO, n > 1.

Proof. First, we show that Aym,n = mt/m_iin, for every m > 1. For m = 1, this equality

is evident, because
[A,B]y0,n = y0,n,
A(By0,n') - B(Ay^n} = yQ>n.

Since AyQtn = 0 and By0tn = j/1>n, and therefore AyliH = y0jU.



Next, suppose that Aym>n = mym_i)Tl. Now, since we have

[A,B]ym.n = ym,n,
A(Bym,n) - B(Aym>n) = ym,n
Aym+i,n - mBym..ijn = ym>n

Aym+i,n = (m + l)ym,n-

Hence by mathematical induction Aym>n = rnym-i.n, for every m > 1. It therefore

follows that (BA)ym>n = m.Sym_1)n, i.e.,

(BA)ym,n = mym,n. (2.1)

Similarly we can show that Cym,n = nymiiv_i, for every n > 1, and consequently

(DC)ym,n = nym,n. (2.2)

From (2.1) and (2.2) it follows that

(BA + DC)ym,n = (m + n)ym,n.

Hence ym?n is an eigenvector of eigenvalue (m + n) for (BA + DC), for every m, n > 1.

This completes the proof.

Let V = C°°( € x C). We define the operators A, B,C,De End V by

Af(x,y) = aig + ,

C f ( x , y ) =
D f ( x , y ) =Df(xii\ = d-i^l. 4. /70<2 j. /7,f1JJV">\i) — «l QX T- U2 dy ~r "3J,

for every (x, y) € d7 x d7 and where ai, a2, a3,61,... etc. are functions of x and y. Then

[A,B]f = a [a>i-f)± +0,2-^- — bijj*- — b-i-j^}

(2-4)

9d*

Let f ( x , y ) = $mjn(x,y) € C°°( CxG). Then for [A,B] = [C,D] = I, the identity
(BA + DC)$mtn = (m + n)$m>71 holds. Using the operators (2.3) with Theorem-1, we

find that $m,n(x,y) satisfies the following differential equation

f (oi&i + Cidi)-^ + (a\b<2
^.^ + n.^+n^+r^+r,d, ^

a362

- m - n) $m,n(x,y) = 0.



Further, by virtue of Theorem- 1, we have

B$m,n(x,y) = $m+i*(x,y) implies A$m,n(x,y) = m$m_1)n(rr,y),

and

D$m,n(x, y) = $m,B+i(ar, y) implies C$m,B(ar, y) = n$m>B_i(ar, y),

i.e., we have

3 Applications of Theorem- 1

We consider some applications of Theorem- 1, by introducing the following special cases

of the operators (2.3).

Case-1. If we take y = p and choose ai = c2 = , ° 6 2 s , a2 = c\ = — T^T^T, 03 = &2 =

c3 = di = 0, 61 = d-i = —1, 63 = ax + bp, d$ = bx + cp and replace $ by H , then (2.4)

yields [4, B] = [C, £>] = / and (2.5) reduces to

m,n(x,p) = 0. (3.1)

Also, from (2.6) we have

, ,

m,»-l(*,p),

cp - ^ /?„,,„ (ar , p) = Hm>n+l (x,p),

and

It is evident that the phase-space Hermite polynomials (PSHP) Hmtn(x,p) introduced

by Dattoli and Torre [1] are solutions of the differential equation (3.1). Also, we note

that the relations (3.2) are the differential recurrence relations and relations (3.3) are the



three term recurrence relations satisfied by PSHP Hm,n(x,p).

Next, we show that

BmDn (f(x,p)) = (-l)m+n exp (*£ + af + bxp)

From the definition of the operators B and D ( B — ax + bp — -j^, D = bx +cp - j-

the above equality holds for m = n = 1. Inductively taking into account Bm+lDn+lf =

(B(Bm))(D(Dn))f, it follows that

^jm+l£)n+l

CfX ' UP ~r" y •* \ ' -*̂  / \ " * / /

By Theorem-1, we have Bt/m_i,n = £>ym,n_i = ym>n. Setting y0,o = 1, we obtain

yM = (B)(D)(1), 2/2,2 = (B2)(£>2)(1), and consequently ym,n = (Bm)(Dn)(l). Therefore,
defining f ( x , p ) = Hm>n(x,p) = ym>n, we deduce the Rodrigues-type formula for PSHP,

Hm,n(x,P) = (-1)""" exp (*£ + f + bxp)
. 9m+n (exD f-Mi _ SE!m » P

9
dxmdp»

Case 2. If we choose 01 = 03 = |, 02 = a3 = 62 = c\ — cz = di ~ 0, 61 = d? = —1,

63 = 2rc, d3 = 2y, and replace $ by ff, then (2.4) yields [A, B] = [C, D] = I and (2.5)

reduces to

> ») = 0. (3-5)

which is the differential equation for the Hermite 2D polynomials (H2DP) Hm>n(x,y) in-
troduced by Wiinsche [9].

Also, from (2.6) we get the following differential and pure recurrence relations satisfied

byH2DP#m,n(o;,y)

j-Hm,n(x,y) = 2xHm,n(x,y)-Hm+i,n(x,y),
f-Hm,n(x,y) = 2nJHm,B_1(ar,y)>

jtHm,n(x,y) = 2yHm>n(x,y)-Hm>n+1(x,y),

and
Hm+i,n (x,y} = 2xHm>n (x,y)~ 2m/fm_i,n (x, y) ,
-^m,n+i(a:,y) = 2yHmtn(x,y)~2nHm>n-i(x,y).

Now, from the definition of the operators B and D (B = 2x — -j^,D = 2y —•§-) and

proceeding exactly as in the Case-1, we obtain the Rodrigues-type formula for H2DP

x 2 _ y 2 } (3 g)



It is interesting to note that taking 6 = 0, a = c = 2 and replacing p by y, relations

(3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) can be obtained as special cases from (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and

(3.4) respectively.

Case-3. If we take x = z, y = z* (complex conjugate of z) and choose ai = c2 = 1, a-i =

0-3 = bi = GI = 03 = d,2 = 0, 62 = d\ = —I, 63 = z, da = z*, and replace $ by L, then

(2.4) yields [A, B] = [C,D] = I and (2.5) reduces to

~ (m + n))L-(2' z*} = °' (3-9)

which is the differential equation for the Laguerre 2D polynomials (L2DP) I/m>n(2;, z*}

introduced by Wunsche [9].

Also, from (2.6) we get the following differential and pure recurrence relations satisfied

byL2DP

-§-Lm>n(z,z*} =
-gj*Lmtn(z,Z*) =

^Lm,n(z,Z*) =

fcLm,n(z,z*) = z*Lmtn(z,z*) -Lm<n+i(z,z*),

and
Lm+l,n(z,z*) = zLm>n(z,z*)-nLm>n-i(z,z*),
Lm,n+i(z,z*) = z*Lm,n(z,z*)-mLm-itn(z,z*).

Now, from the definition of the operators B and D (B = z — ̂ , D — z* — -jfe and

proceeding exactly as in the Case-1, we obtain the Rodrigues-type formula for L2DP

zz*). (3.12)

It is remarked that by exploiting Theorem- 1, we can also obtain properties of some

other known as well as new special functions of mathematical physics.
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